Lifestyle Challenge
We’ve been doing a lot of talk about being mindful and being conscience
of what is going with your body. The one
way I found to really get clear and mindful
was meditation. When I was first
approached about meditation I was not
having it; the thought of being quite with my
own thoughts, sorry not for me. Then about
one year ago I gave it a try.
Meditation helps us to become aware of
our thoughts and urges that may be holding
us back. By mediating it gives us a chance
to get quiet and focus it gives us a chance
to watch and become aware of the urges,
rationalizations and negative thoughts that
tell you can’t do it. When you get quite in your mind the blocks seem to
bubble up to the top.
Through meditation we’ll learn to be come more mindful and train
ourselves to carry it through to everyday life. Mindfulness helps you to
savor life, change habits, live simply and slowly, be present in everything
you do.
Now I know some of you may be feeling some resistance about this, so
here is a simple way to start. It doesn’t need to be a big thing. You can
start really simply. I find the only way to do anything is to start. Like with
everything, we start with small changes.

	
  

Here are a few tips.
1. Start with at 2 minutes/day. Once you’ve done this for seven days
bump it up to 5 minutes and increase 2 minutes every seven days
until you are at 20-30 minutes. Don’t freak. I start this way and got
to 20 minutes and have been doing this for about one year. If you
feel like you need some music you can download from iTunes. You
can use nature sounds, Buddhist monks chanting, chimes or
anything that can help you to quiet your mind. I listen to music on
my ipod and set a timer that has chime to tell me when I’m done.
2. Pick a time of day to do. Most say to start your day with it, but I
like to end my day with it. I do it right before I go to bed.
3. You can find a quiet place in your home. I lay in my bed, tell my
husband I’m meditating and shut the door.
4. Now you are saying how do you quiet your mind? I focus on my
breath and repeat a word. I start with repeating, “I AM”. You could
also count to 10, once you hit 10 start all over again.
Sitting still doesn’t do it for you? Then think about mediating like this.
• Try taking a walk, and instead of thinking about things you need to
do later, pay attention to your breath, your body’s sensations, the
things around you. I started doing this, this summer and boy it was
amazing, trying to figure out what I will do when the cold weather
comes.
• When you eat, just eat, and focus your food, on your feelings as
you eat, on the sensations. I attended a course on mindful eating
where we took 10 minutes to eat a Hershey kiss. OMG! Really that
small Hershey kiss is usually gone in 30 seconds or less.
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Another favorite quiet time for me is on Sunday morning, enjoying
my morning cup of coffee.
You could also clean your house in a mindful way.

I know this may be a little radical and out of your comfort zone, but I’d
love you to give it a try. Post on the Facebook group how you are doing?

